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AßSTRACT. This paper generalizes the fast Fourier transform algol'ithm to "he
computationof Fourier transformson compact Lie groups. The basic technique
lIses factorization of elements in the group and Gel 'fand bases to simplify the
computations, and may be cxtended to treat computation of finitely supported
distributions on the group. Similar transforms may be caJculated on homoge
neous spaccs; we show tImt special fllnction propertie!l of spherical funetiolls
lead to more efficient algorithms. Thc!le results may all be viewed as gener
alizations of the fast Fourier transform algorithms on the cirde, and of thc
more recent results about Fourier transforms on finite groups. The techniques
introduccd make sensc for finite grau ps, and give a general approach to thc
calculation of Fourier transforms on any group.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let G be a com pact Lie grou p, X a fi ni te subset of G 1 let. R be a fin ite set of
finite dimensional representations of G, and let f be a complex valued function Oll

X. In this paper we shall concern ourse)ves with the efficient computation of the
finite sums

j(p) = j(p)x = 2: f(x)p(x)
rEX

for all rcpresentations p in n. By this we mean explicit computation with rcspect
1.0 a given set of bases for the representation spaces, Vp •

\Ve shall also look at several generalizations of (1). We shall replace the factor
p( x) by p( Dr ), where Dr is a distribution supported on {x}, and we shall also
consider thc surn

j(p)v = L f(D)p(D)
DED

where V is a set of distribu tions on G and f is a eomplex val ued funetioll on V.
We consider the analogous problem on homogeneous spaces, ancl finally comment
on aversion of these results for tensor fjelds on the sphere.

The special case when G in a finite group has been treated in several papers
[1,2,3,4,6,17,18, 19] and books [3]. When Gin 8 1 or Z/nZ we obtaill the fast
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Fourier transform. D. Healy & J. Driseoll and Dan Roekmore consider 52 [7, 8].
Our techniques combine all t.hese methods.

To computc the sum (1) directly using any basis for Vp t.akes lXI d~ operations 1
l

and d p is the dimension of Vp . To compute these sums for all p in the set. 'R. requires
IX ILpE'R d; operations. A common situation is when the map from t.he funetion,

f, on X to t.he collection of transform {j (p)} pE'R is one to one, so the funetion, f,
is determi ned by its transforms. In that ease IX I ::; L pE 'R d~, so the direet method
takes at least IXI 2 operations.

When G is SI, a variant of the fast Fourier transform computes thc sums (1)
much more efficiently. If 'R. is the set of irreducible representatiolls of weights
ranging from 0 to lXI - 1, t,hen one may ealculate j(p) for a11 p in 'R. in order
IXI{log IXI)2 operations. \Vhen X is the set of IXI-th roots of unity, the fast
Fourier transform algori th ms take IX Ilog IX I operations. For a cl iscussion of such
algorithms see the papers [5, 8 l 20]

The eom putation of the su ms (1) depencls on the set of representations, 7(., the
set, X, anel the bases chosen for the representation spaces. To apply our tcchniques
we must restrict both the sets X and the bases. \Ve make crucial use of Gel'fand
bases, also called subgroup adapted bases, which behave weH under restrietion. The
set X is assumed to be a subset of a grollp product of sets, each of whieh lies in or
commutes wit.h appropriatc subgroups.

Our results are of two main types. First l general t,heorems concerning thc com
plexity if Fourier transform algorithms, and second, complexity results for specific
groups. Ta summarize thc latter we introduce a notion of the size of an irrcducible
representation. Choose any norm on thc dual of the Cartan subalgebra of gCwhere
9 is the Lie algebra of C, allel for any positive integer, b, let 'Rb be the set of irre
dueible unitary representations of G that have highest weight with norm at most
b. A naive approach top computillg (1) at a11 representations in 'Rb takes order
b2dim G operations. \Ve elefine subsets of the classical groups, X = Xb, for which
the calculation of (1) at a1l representations in 'Rb may be pcrformed in Gel'fand
basis in oreler bdim G+l'" , where ,n is given by

]{n U(n) S'U(n) S'p(n)
I ]{n n - 1 n 3n

For a complete statement l sec theorem 5.1.
For rank one homogeneous spaces of classical groups, the situation is even better;

the analogous calculation (see seetion 7) may be performed in order bdim GI K (log b) 2

operations. These results all require the use of adapted bases. We also extcnd our
results to consider sums over more general dist.ributions, as in (2), anel finally we
give a brief note on the expansion of tensor fields on t,he t.w0-Rphere in spherical
harmonics.

The ultimate aim of these algorithms is to give a method for computing Fourier
transforms of functions on the whole group, G. To do this olle should relate the
Fourier transform of a funetion on thc group to sums of the form (2), which are
Fourier transfonns of fLnit.ely supported distributions. More prceisely, if 11. is a e»
funetion on G and D is a distribution of order n support.ed Oll Xl then the Fourier
transform of the produet distribution h.D may be written as a sum of at most 2"

lOne operation counts for Olle complex multiplicatioll together with olle complex add it.ion
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sums of the form (2) aod hence may be computed by the techniques of this paper,
given values of derivatives of h as initial data. 2 In the thesis [14] and the paper
(15] it is shown that under suitable conditiolls on hand D, the transform of h.D
approximates, or is even equal to, the Fourier transform of h. We must be sure that
the sets, X! used in this paper are general enough for us to construct distributions,
D, with the corred properties and supported on X. The construction of D, and
the conditions on D and h for a good approximation are treated in [14] and [15J.
It is shown there that the sets X we use in this paper are indeed general enough to
treat the Fourier transforms of fundions on t,he whole grollp (see lemma 4.3 of the
current paper for a statement of such a result).

One can think of the techniques we shall IIse in a hierarchy, each techllique im
proving on the results of the previous. Most fundamental is the use of Gel'fand
bases or, equivalently, subgroup adapted sets of matrix representations. 'Ne intro
duce these in section 2 and use Schur's lemma to obtain results about the form of
representation matrices. Next, in section 3, we use factorizations of X into coset
representatives to get results analogons to those of Diaconis alld Rockmore [6]. This
gives us our first improvements over naive methods, and we also obtain a result on
products of groups. In seetion 4, we refine the factorizations, adding more radors,
aod use commutativity between these factors and subgroups of G. Schur's lemma
then simplifies the farms of the matrices involved. This idea is a new ingredient
in the theory of fast Fourier transforms on noncommutative groups and yiclds new
results in both t,he Lie group and finite group cases.

The techniques described so far werk by replacing matrix additions and multi
plicat,ions in (1) wit.h still more matrix multiplications, but ensuring that the new
matrix multiplications may be performed efficiently. To obtain better algorithms
we work on the level of matrix coefficients. Viewing aH the matrix equations ob
tained by previous techniques a.s sets of scalar equations gives additional nexibility
in the ordering of fadors; a multiple matrix produd may be computed using matrix
products in only two ways, right to left of left to fight, where as an indexed sum
of products may be computed in an arbitrary order. In section 5 we only develop
this idea enough to prove our final results for the classical groups, but these meth
ods also have a nice combinational formulation in terms of injections 'of diagrams
into Sratteli diagrams [9] that enables oIle to write down explicit expressions for
t,he complexities of the algorithms. A treatment of these combinatoriall'llethods is
given, in the finite group C3SC, in [18].

Homogeneous spaces are treated in general in seetion 6, using similar techniques
for computing sums of products. Treating the computations on the scalar level
gives the possibility of using special function properties of the matrix coefficients:
For the groups 50(3), SU(2), and the homogeneous spaces 50(n)/50(71 - 1),
5U (n) / SU (Tl - 1), 5p( 71) / Sp(n - 1) we may express the matrix coefficients in terms
of classical orthogon a1 polyno tl1 ials [12, 14]. In section 7 we use the algori th m of
Driscoll and Healy, for computing expansions in such sequences, to improve our
restllts on homogeneous spaces.

Section 8 treats the original problem of computing the sums (2). We reformulate
our algorithms in the language of distributions amI convolut.ions which a11O\....s us to
treat the more general case by the same techniques. In scction 9 we brieny indicate

2Thc sums are of the form (1), with p(x) replaced by p(V x ).
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how our results yield a method for efficiently computing the expansion of tensor
fields on S2 in tensor harmonics. (see [10]).

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Persi Diaconis , Dennis Healy and
Dan Rockmore for their encouragement, help, and advice. Thanks also to the
Harvard math departmcnt and the !\!Iax-Planck-Institut flir r\!lathematik in Bonn}
who supported me whilc this paper was written.

2. GEL'FAND HASES AND ADAI'TED MATRIX R8PRESENTATIONS

A set of bases for a set of finite dimensional representations of G is a set of
GePfand bases relative to G, or is G-adapted , if a basis for each rcpresentation in
the set is a union of bases for orthogonal irreducible representations making up
that rcprcsentation, ami furthermore the matrix represelltations corrcsponding to
occurrences of equivalent irreducible representations in any representations of the
set are cqual.

If H is a closed su bgrou p of G then a set of bases for representation in 'R is
H -adapted I or a set of Gel' fand bases rel ative to H, if the set of bases is I!-adapted
when considered as bases for the set of rest,rictions of rcprcsentations in 'R to H.
Likewise, given a chain of subgroups of C,one may define a set of bascs for n to
be adapted to the chain, or a set of Gel'fand bases relative to the chain, if it is
adapted to each subgroup in the chain.

Although we will need Gel'fand bases we willusually use an equivalent formula
tion in terms of matrix representations.

Definition 2.1. ASS1ll1lC G is a compaet Lie group allel 'R is a set of finite dimen
sional matrix representations of G.

(i) 'R. is said to be G-adapted if there is a set, 'R.e, of inequivalent irreducible
matrix representations of G such that each representation in n is a matrix
direct sum of representations in 'Re. The set ne is uniquely determined
by n.

(i i) Ass tllne H is a c10sed subgroup of G. Thcn 'R. is said to be l1-adapted
if the set of restrietions of representations in n is H -adapted, i.e. n!H is
II-adapted , where 'RIH = {pIH : p E 1l}

(iii) Let nu = (ni H)JJ.

So a set of matrix representat ions is H -adapted if its set of restrietions to H may
be construct.ed from a set of inequivalent irreducible matrix representations of H
by taking matrix direet sums. The connection between sets of Gel'fancl bases and
adapted sets of matrix representations is obvious.

LenUllH. 2.1. (i) Tlte standard bases for an adapted set 01 mal1'ix representa-
tions is adapled.

(ii) The sets 01 mal1'ix representations corresponding to an adapted set 01 bases
is adapted.

The two approaches are completely equivalent; definition 2.1 and lemma 2.1
could be used as adefinition of Gel'fand bases.

There is a natural way to index Gel'fancl bases 1 which leads to a third definition
of them. Su ppose n is a set of representat ions of G\ and J{n 2: ... 2:. f{ 0 is a chain
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of c10sed subgroups of G. Let 'RKi be a set of incquivalellt irreduciblc rcprcsenta
tions of K i whose clirect sums include representations equivalent to restrietions of
representations of n to Ki. \Ve construet a finite category with initial objeet, C,
and including all the representations in the 'R'Ki anel in n as objects. The maps of
this category are generated by maps from C to representations in RKo correspond
ing to bases of these representations, by maps injecting representations in 'RK; into
ones in nK;+l according to chosen clirect SUIl1 decompositions of representaiions in
nKi+! restricted to f{i, and by maps injeeting representations in nK,. into repre
sentations in n according to restrietions of representations in 'R. to Ku. Elements
of thc Gel'fand bases are then indexed by maps from C to representations in R in
this category; each map indexillg the veetor which is thc image of 1 E C \Inder that
map.

The main advantage of using adapted sets of representations is that they allow
us to relate the form of the representation matrices, p(a), to the properties of the
group element, a. It is immediate from thc definition that if a is an element of a
subgroup of G anel pis a matrix rcpresentation adapted to that subgroup, (,hen p(a)
will have block diagonal form according to the decomposition of the restriction of p
into irreducibles. If instead a cOlnmutes with all elements of a subgroup of G then
p(a) will have a block scalar form, provided p is adapteel to the subgroup. This is
the content of Schur's lemma.

LeUUlla 2.2 (Schllr's LeIlllllfl). Assume G' is a compact Lie group arid K is a
closed subgroup 0/ G. Assume p is a f{ -cl(lapted representation oJ G stJch that
piK = (Cm

I 18l TJ) EB ... EB (C m .. 1811}r), where TJl, ... ,TJr are inequ ivalent irreducible
matrix representations oJ !{ amI the action on CA/i is trivial so TJi OCCU7'S in plI(
with multiplicity mj. Then iJ Cl is in the centl"alizer 01 J{, p(a) is 01 the Jon11

(3)

Where Id"i is the dTJi x dry; idetltity matrix and dTJi is the dimension oJ 1]i. The
tensor prodtJets Cl1-e tensor products 0/ matrices.

If p is adapted with rcspcct to a subgroup chain ancl Cl lies in a sllbgroup of
the chain as weil as commuting with other subgroups in the cllain then p(a) will be
block diagonal according to the restriction to one subgroup, alld after apermutation
of rows and columns it will be block scalar corresponding ta thc subgroups that a
commutes with. Block diagonal and block scalar matrices Ilave many zero entries;
this is the main SOllrce of the ert1ciency in our algorithms.

In order ta describe the effect of the strueture of p(a) on the complexity of matrix
multiplications we introduce some notation. Assume G' is a compact Lie group and
H ~ J{ are c10sed subgroups of G. For any rcpresentation, p, of G let M~(p)
denote the maximum multiplicity of any irreducible reprcsentations of /{ in the
restriction to J( of an irreducible representatioll of II occurring in plH. For any set
of representations, 'R., we let M~CR.) denotc the maximum of M~(p) as p varies
over n.
LClluna 2.3. ASStmle G ~ H ~ J{ are compacl Lie grat/ps, p is 0 repTCsentation
01 G adapted to the chain ami a lies in }j but commtdes with f{. Then we may
ca/culale the matrix praduct p(a).F where F is any dp x dp malrix in no more than
A1~ (p)d~ scalar multiplications and (M% (p) - 1)d~ additions.
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Proof. Use Schllr's Lemma to count the nOllzero entries of p(a). 0

3. REDUCTION TO SUBGROUPS

We shall now adapt a method for computing Fourier transforms on finite groups,
due to Diaconis ancl Rockmore [6L io the compact Lie group set.ting. This method
relates the computation of the sums (1) to the computation of similar sums defined
on a suhgroup, lInder the assumption that the set over which we are summing
faetors nicely.

To keep track of the numher of operations required hy our methocls we define:

Definition 3.1. Assume G is a compact Lic group, X is a finite sllhsct of G and
n is a set of finite dimensional matrix representations of G. Let Tx (n) denote the
minimum lllimher of operations required to compute the sums (1) for all p in n for
an arhitrary complex function , f, on X.

LCllUllR 3.1. Asstlme X is lJTlY subset of lhe compaet Lie gmup, G and n is a set
of G-odapted matrix representations, then Tx (n.) = Tx (ne).

Assllme G is a compact Lie group, J{ is a c10sed suhgroup of G, Y is a suhset of
G, Z is a suhset of J{, and X = Y,Z. Then provided HO two points of }' lie in the
same coset of J{ I we have

(4)

(5)

j(p) L p(y) L fy(z)p(z)
yEY lEZ

= L p(y)jy (plj{)z
yEY

where Jy(z) = J(y,z). Ir same points of Y do lie in the same coset of J( then it is
possible that x = y.z = Y.Z' for more than one pair (y, z) in Y x Z. In this case
it is simple to redefi ne Jy(z) so th at (4) still holds, by choosing one pai r (y, z) for
which x = y,z for each X, defillillg Jy(z) = J(y.z) for thai pair and setting Jy'(Z')
to be zero for aU other pairs (y' I Zl) with x = y' .Z'. A similar trick allows us to
define JI/(z) so that (4) holds when X is contained in Y.Z , but not necessarly equal
to Y.Z.

Formula (4) suggests a methocl of computi ng j (p). First compute all the trans

forms jy (p IK) z, then mu Itiply by the matrixes p( y) and S1l!TI on Y. When p belongs
to a J(-adapted set of matrix representations, n , the computation of the t.ransforms
at the restricted representations piK for p in n is equivalent to compllting trans
farms at the set of representations nK. A simple count of the number of operations
in this algorithm proves lemma :t2, which is stated after tlJe following definition:

Defiuition 3.2. Assume n is a set of matrix representations of G, Y is a subset,
of G and K is a closed subgroup of G. Let Atf(n ,Y, K) denote the nllmber of
~peraiionsueede~ t~ computeL:}'EY p(y)F(y, p) for each p in n, \vhere each F(y, p)
IS a dp x dp matrIX m spaue p(l\.) = (End Vp)J(.

LelnlllR 3.2. Asswne X S; Y". Z., where Z is a subset of ]{ J lh en

Tx('R) :5 IYITz(nlJ() + M(n, Y,K)
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Theorem 3.3. Assume G is a eompact Lie group, J( is a closed SUbgrotlP of
G, X ~ Y.Z. Where Z ~ J{ and n is a J{ -adapted set of matrix representations of
G, then

There are two keys to effective use of this theorem. The first is to apply it to a
chain of subgroups, and the second is to lower the bound on A1(n, Y, X) by using
special properties of the matrices p(y). Before invcstigating t.hese ideas IcL's see
what a straight forward application of theorem 3.3 yields.

Corollary 3.4. Assume G is a compact eonnected Lie group, X a closed connected
subgroup, Yb a subset 01 G wilh j1'b I 01 order bdim G-dirn K and Z is (l subset 01 f( wilh
IZbl oi order bdim K. Assume Xb ~ Yb.Zb. Choose 0 norm on the duol of the Ca1'lan
subalgebro oi gC, and let 'Rb be a X - adapted set 01 iT1'€ducible 1'epresentations oi G
oll 01 whose highest reighls have nOT1H no greater thon b. Then '1x (nb) has order
bdim G+"'f where 'Y is the maximum oi dim f( and eli mG - ~ dirn f{ - ~ rank J(.

Proof. Assurne p is an irreducible represelltation of G and pi is an irreducible rep
resentation of J(. then dp is a polynomial of degree ~(dim J( - rank G) anel dp l is a
polynomial of degree ~ (d irn J( - rank J() 1 bOLh eonsidered as fun etions of the high
est weight of the representations. We may pick a Cartan subalgebra of ~c whieh
embeds as a Cartan subalgebra of gC, and ehoose norms on the duals of both so that
the highest weights of any representation in ('Rb)K has norm no greater than b. The

maximum size of a block in the block matrix A, (p 1f{) z is m ax{clpi : pi E {p}} K

w hieh is dearly bounded by a term of order b! (dirn K - rank K) When p is in R.b.
Therefore

TX(nb) < 11'ITz(('R.b)K) + M('R'bl Y, K)

< 11'IIZI 2: d;, + IYI (L d;) max{dp l
: pi E ('R.b)K}

piE(7~ b) K pEn b

{,he first term has order bdim G+dim K and (,he second term has order
b2dimG-!dimK-!rankK D

Corollary 3.5. Assume G is a conneeted simple eompact Lie groll]), then T tmder
tlle assumptiorls oi corollmll 3.4, Tx ('Rb) has ordm' bdim G+"'fG where 'YG is asymp
totie to ~ dim G as the dimension tends to infinity.

Proof. \Ve need only consider groups with Lie algebras of type Al ß I E 1 or D. If G
has rank l' then ehoose j{ (,0 be a subgroup of G [rom the same scrics but having

rank the dosest integer to rVi. 0
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Chains of Subgroups. \Ve can apply theorem 3.3 recursively to a chain of sub
groups.

Theoren13.6. Assume G is a Lie group and G = [{TI 2: ... 2: /(o = 1 is a chain 01
closed subgroups 01 G. Asstlme R. is a set 01 representations adapted to lhis chain,
and X ~ Zn.Zn-l .....Z, where Zi ~ Ki, then

n

Tx(R) ~ IZn ... Z21Tz 1 (R'KJ + L IZn ... Zi+dA1(nKi' Zi, Ki-I)
i=2

Corollary 3.7. Assume G = K n is one 01 the classical groups SO(n), SU(n),
U(n) 01' Sp(n),3 that X b ~ Z~ .... Zr where Zf ~ Kil and Izfl is 01 order
bdim K;-dim Ki_l. Let 'Rb be a set 01 representations 01 K n adapted to the c1wiu

J{n 2:: ... 2:: J{0 such that th e norms 0/ its h ighest weights 07'e at Tllost b. Thcll
TXb ('Rb) is 0/ order bdirn K n+1 .. where

d' r 1 d' F 1 kFIn = lrll \n - 2" Im \n-l - 2" ran \n-l

For any 0/ these senes 0/ groups In is asymplolic to ~ dim K n as n tends to infinity.

Proof Following the same line of argument as thc proof of corollary 3.4, we find thaI,
TXb('Rb) is bounded by aS\l1ll ofn terms with orders bdirnKn+l'i for 1 ~ i ~ 11. By
explicit calculation we see that li is always an increasing function of i and therefore
TXb (Rb) is of order bdirn Kn+1n . To verify that ITI is asymptotic to ~ dirn K n we
refer ta table 3.1. D

]{n dim ]{n Number of positive roots In

SU(n + 1) n 2+ 2n ~
1 2 3
'2 n +:I11 + 1

SO(2n + 1) 2n:t + H n:t n:t+2n
Sp(11) 2n:t + n n:t n"J + 2n

SO(2n) 2n:t - n n:t - n n~ + n - 1

SO(n) n(n-l) ! ~ n(n2-l) - IIJ~ 1.. n(n-l) + 1.l!!.J2 2 2 2 2

Table 3.1: Fou rier t.ranforms Hsi ng coset decomposi tion.

Products. A special case of theorem 3.3 occurs when G = EI x f{ is a dircct
product. In that case the irreducible representations of G are tensor prodllcts of
irreducible representations of Hand K and a matrix product of a matrix represen
tation of II with one of K is both Hand K adapted after a relabelling of rows and
columns.

TheoreIll 3.8. Assume n 1 ! n2 are sets 0/ 71wtrix representatiolls 01 H 1 and /l2
respectively amI 'R' 10 'R2 is the set 0/ their tensor prodtlcts. Assume G = H 1 X /l'2
and X s;; Zl.Z2 where ZI ~ H2. Then

3We define Sp(n) to be set set of n X n quaternionie matrices that are unitary with respect 1.0

a quaternionic inner product, Lc. A· A = I.
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Proof. Let {V;l} be a basis for V P1 and {vt,} be a basis for VP::I where Pk IS a
representation in nk . Then

L I(Zll Z2)(PI (z.)v;', U{' )(p2(Z2)V~J 1 ~J)
z,EZ"zJEZJ

L(p2(z:dv~J,~J) [L I(ZI'Z2)(PI(Z.)V~"vtl}]
zJEZ::I l'\EZl

For fi xed Z2 the inner sum is a transform on H I Whereas for fixed PI the on ter sum
is a transform as H2 D

Theorem 3.8 allows us to restriet our considerat.ion to transforms on simple
compact Lie groups, when necessary.

4. SUMS OF PRODUC"S

Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 examine the effect of factoring elements of the set X, on
which we perform our transform, into products where elements came [rom sub
groups of G. In the notation of theorem 3.3 , we shall now see how factoring the
elements of Y improves the bonnd on M(n, Y, I<).

The basic idea is very simple. \Ve start with a set Y ~ C, a rcpresentation P, of
C, whieh is adapted to a chain of closed subgroups C = I<n 2:: ... 2:: I<o = 1, and a
dp x dp matrix val ned function, F, on Y. We wish 1,0 cornpute t.he surn

(6) L p(y)F(y)
yEl'

effieiently. By lemma 2.3 we know that if y lies in or commutes with same subgroups
of the chain, then the special structure of the matrix p(y) allows us to perform the
matrix multiplieation p(y). P(y) effieiently. If y = (.LI ... an and each matrix p(od
has aspeci al strueture, then we can use the equation p(y) = p(a.) ... p(an) to
calculate p(y) .F(y) efficiently.

To quantify this we make the following definition. Assurne 0 is an element of the
compact Lie group C, and

C = I<n ~ ... 2:: I<o = ]

is a chain of subgroups. Let c+ (0) be the minimum nonnegative integer such that
o lies in f(c+(a) and let c- (0) be the maximum number such that 0 commutes

with all elements of f(c-(a)' Now definc M(a, p) = M~C~(") (p) and M(a, n) =
C (<1)

M~C:+{(1) (n) for any representation, p, of C, or any set of representations, n.
"-(<1)

LemnUi 4.1. Asswne Y is 0 set 01 won/s in C. ~Vhose corresponding set 01 ele·
ments 01 C is pl"ecise/y Y. Thcu the swn (6) may bc computed in no mon; thon

where 0 1YJnges over oll OCCtlrrences 01 oll symbols in words O/}T.
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Corollary 4.2. Assume G is a compact Lie group, G = J(n '2: ... '2: J(o = 1 is
a chain 0/ closed subgroups 0/ G, K is a closed subgroup 01 G and 'R. is a set 0/
matrix representatioHS 0/ G adapted to the subgroup chain. A ssume Y C G (md
Y is a set 0/ words in G whose cOfnspondülg set 0/ grotlp elements is pre-;;isely Y.
Then

(7)

where a mnges over alt occurrences 0/ alt symbols in words 0/)":-.

Proof Lemma 4.1 and corollary 4.2 both result from a simple count of thc nllmbcr
and complexity of the matrix products in the sum

L p(aI) ... p(am )F(al ... am )

G! ... GmEl'

No special technique for simplifying this surn is usoo. D

The Main Exanlplc: Classical Groups. For each of the classical groups we
will now define sets of elements, Xb, and sets of representations) 'Rb) which wc shall
use for the rest of the paper. We shall also choose subgroup chains for these groups
and use the results of this section 1,0 bound TX,,('Rb) for these choiees, assmning
a.clapted bases for the representations.

The set.s Xl: defined in the examples below are all products of sets of size O(b)
whieh are contained in one parameter subgroups of the compact group. For the
purposes of our eomplexity results) the number of points chosen in these factor
sets eould be different from the exampies, provided i1, is always 0 (b) . Thc sets
'Rb are ehosen aceording 1,0 partielilar ehoiees of norms on the duals of thc Cartan
subalgebras. The choiees for these sets ean be varicd provided there is always
a norm for whieh 'Rb is contained in the set of irredllcible representations whose
llighest weight has norm no greater than b. [1, is easy 1,0 see, by scaling the variable
b) tImt our results imply the results for these more general sets Xr and 'Rb'

Let Un - 1 X UI be t,he group of block diagonal unitary matrices with one block
of size n - [ followed by a block of size 1, and let S(Un - 1 X Ud be the subgroup of
Un - I X UI of matrices with determinant 1. Similarly, Sp(n -1) x Sp (1) and Sp(n
1) x U (1) are identified wi th subgroups of block diagonal quatem ionic matrices
il~ Sp(n). The sets, Xb) we shall const.rllet, COOle from parametrizat,ions of these
groups analogaus to generalized Euler angles.

Define the following one parameter subgroups: let

eosO
- sin 0

sinO
eos (}

where the rotation block appears in columns n - 1 and n, alld let tn(O) be the
diagonal matrix with ones on the diagonal except for ei6 in the n th diagonal position.
Define qn (0) = t l ( - 0) ... t n (-0) t n+I (nO)) and let Un (6) be the diagonal matrix wi th
ones except for ej6 in the n th diagonal posit,ioll, where j is a unH, quaternion.
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Tbc Special Orthogonal Groups. In this case we shall always use the subgroup
chain

(8) 50(n) ~ 80(n - 1) 2 ... 2: 5'0(2) 2 1

Assurne b is a positive integer. For any n 2: 2 we let A2 be a set of 2b + ] distinct
points in r2([O, 21r)) anel for 2 < k ~ Tl let A~ be a set of b + 1 distinct points in
rk ([0, 1r]). \Ve now define the sets XI: ~ 50(n) as folIows:

X;
XI: =

A~

A n An vn-l
2' • . .. n'''\b

To define 'Rb, we note that relative to a standard basis for the dual of the Cartan
subalgebra the highest weight 1n1,n, ... ,mr,n, where l' = l~J is the rank of SO(n).
These integers satisfy the relation

m1,o 2··· 2:: Imr,ol

anel when n is odd Jnr,o 2:: O. We define 'Rb (up to isomorphism) to be t.he set of
irreducible representations with llighest weight ml,o 1 ••• , 17l r ,o, such that, Im 1,n I ~
b. The lbetweenness' relations for the restriction of representations from 50(n) to
50(n-1), see [23], show t.hat the set ofrepresentations occurring in thc restrictions
of 'Rb to so (n - ]) is precisely n~- 1. Therefore we may choose n~ to be an adaptecl
set of IIIatrix representations for the chaln, and have (Rb) SO( 0 -1) = 'R~ -1 .

Tbc Unitary Groups. We use the subgroup chain

(9) U(n) 2 Un - 1 X U1 2: U(n - 1) 2 ... 2: U(i) 2 1

For n 2:: 2 and 2 :5 k :5 Tl, let A~ be a set, of b+ 1 clistinct points in 7"k ([0, ~]). For
n 2: 1 anel 1 :5 k :5 11 let Bk be a set of 2b + 1 dist.inct points in tk ([0, 21r)). Define

xt
v o ,l

"'\b

= BI
1

B~ti .XE: ~ Uo X Uo - 1

(B? ... B~_lA2).X~-l,l ~ U(n)

lrreducible ,,\ representations of U(n) have highest weights, given 1Il a standard
basis by an n tuple of integers m1,n,'" 1 7Un ,n such {,hat ,

(10)

lrreducible representations of Un X U1 are therefore indexcd by an n t.uple ml,Ul

... , mn,n satisfying (10), together with an integer HI'o +l,n with indexes a represen
tation of U(l). \Ve define 'R-b 1,0 be the set of irreducible representatiolls of U(n)
for which b 2 ml,o 2:: mo,o 2:: -b, and let 'R-~,l be the set of representations of
Un X U1 for which b ~ ml,n 2:: Tnn,n 2 -b ancl Irnn +1,n I ::; b. Thc betweencss
relations for restrieting from U (n) to U (n - 1) (as in [23]) show we may choose

. . I ("" 0 ) "" 0 - 1 1 ("" n - 1 1) "" 0 - 1matn x representatlOlls so bat "'b UQ -I XUI = f\.-b " f\.-b ' U(n - I) ~ I\.-b ,

and ('R'b)U(o-l) = 'R.~-1.
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The special unitary group. We use the subgroup chain

(11) SU(n) ~ 5(Un - I x Ud 2: ... 2: 5(UI x Ud 2: 1

For ~ 2 anel 2 ::; k ::; n, let AI: be a set of [~] + 1 distinct points in rk ([0, ~]).

For n 2: 1 and 1 ::; k ::; n, let B~ be a set of 2kb + 1 distinct points in qk ([0, 2t)).
Define

XI,I
b

XI:
Xn,l

b =

BI
1

Br ... B~_IA2 ... A~.X~-I,I ~ SU(n)

B~X;: ~ 5(Un - I x Ud

Irreduci ble representations of SU(n) have highest weighis indexed by (11 - 1)-t up les
of integers ml,n,." ,mn-I,n, such timt

(12)

Irrcducible rcprcsentations of 5(Un x Ud are jndexed by an (n - 1)-t'lIple satis
fying (12) together with an integer I m n ,n, indexing a representation of the sub
group qn {'R.) . \Ve let. 'Rb be the set of irreducible representations of SU (n) for
which mI,n ::; b, and let n~,1 be the set of irreducible representations of S(Un x
Ud for which mI,n ::; band Imn,n! ::; nb. H is easy to see [14) that we may
choose these sets to be sets of matrix representations satisfying (nb )S(U.. _1 xUd ~

-nn-I,I ('1J n ,I) '1Jn d (-on) -on-I
1\··b ,f\..b SU(n) = I\.-b' an I\.-b SU(n-I) = f\..b .

The Syulplectic Groups. We lIse the subgroup chain

(13) Sp(n) 2: Sp(n - I) x Sp(l) ~ Sp(n -1) x U(l) 2: Sp(n - 1) 2: ... ~ 1

For n 2: 2 ancl 2 ::; k ::; Tl, let AI: be a. set of b+ 1 distinct points in 1'k ([0, ~]). For

Tl 2: 1 and 1 ::; k ::; n, let B~,I allel a;,2 be sets of 2b + 1 points in tk([O, 271")) ancl
let er be a set of [~] + I points in 1tk ([0, ~]). Define

,,~o, I
"\b

v n ,2
""b

X;:
,,~n,l

""b

=

=

BI,I
I

B~t~,2e~ti X~,l ~ Sp(n) x Sp(l)

(B n ,2en an,1 An) (Bn ,2 en nn,1 A n )Xn - I ,2 C 5 ( )I 1 I 2' . . n-I n-I n-I n b _ P n

B~t~,1 Xl: ~ Sp(n) x U(l)

Irreducible representations of 5p(n) are indexed by n- tupies of intcgers ml ,n, ... ,

rJln,n such that
nll,n 2: ... 2: mn,n 2: 0

Irreduci ble representations of Sp( n) X Sp( 1) and Sp(n) X U (1) indexed by an ir
reducible representatioll of Sp( n) together an irreducible representation of 5p( 1)
or U(1) respeet iveIy, wh ich we index by integers nln and Po respeeti vely; clearly
ml,n ::; b. Also let 'R~,l and n~,2 be the sets of irreducible representations of
5p(n) x U (l) and Sp(11) X Sp( 1) for which 1n1,n :S band IPn I :S b or mn :S b respec
tively. \Ve may choose the irresucible representations wit,h these highest eights 1,0

be matrix representat,iolls such that (nb )Sp(n-I) x Sp(i) ~ 'Rb, ('R~ ,2)sp(n) ~ n~' 1 ,

(n~,I)sp(n) = 'Rb and ('Rb)sp(n-I) = 'R~-I.
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Results far the Classical Groups. The rationale for our particular choice of
the sets 'Rb and X b is the following lemma, which shows that function on the set
X b may be used to approximate continuous functions on the group. This result is
not required anywhere in this paper, but it does show that the conditions on sets
of points and representations required for approximating continuous functions are
compatible with these required to use the algorithms we have developed. A proof
is given in [14] and [15] for the SO(nL SU(n) and Sp{n) cases. The U{n) case is
similar.

Lemma 4.3 ([14, 15]). Assume X b and 'Rb are as in one of the examples above.
Then JOT any integer, b, there is a complex funetion, I : X;; -T C such that j{p) =
O. When p E'R.b and p =j:. 1c, and ](1e) = 1, where 1e is the trivial representation.

Before proving complexity results, we require a lemma bounding the multiplicity
of restrictions from subgroups appearing in the examples.

Lemma 4.4. Assume G > f{ are two groups appearing in one 01 the chains (8),
(9), (11) or (13), and the number 01 steps down the chain lrom G to J( is at least
1 in the (8) case, 2 in the (9L (11) cases or 3 in the (8) case. Let 'Rb be the set 0/
representations 0/ G defined in the example. Then

(14)

where u(G, K) Ne - NK ..:... rank](, and NG, NK are the numbers 0/ positive
roots 0/ G and K respectively.

Proof. We first note that if G > H > Kare groups from one of the chains and (14)
holds for GIH and GIK, then

M% ('Rb) < ;\Al}('Rb).A,1~ (('R.b)H) !('Rb)H I
< O(bCT(e,H)+CT(H,K)+rank H)

so the result also holds for GIK. Similar reasoning shows that if (14) holds for
GIH x K and also for HIH', then it holds for GIH' x K. It clearly holds for Gil.
[n addition it is easy to see that if (14) holds for HIH' and KIK') then it must
also hold for H x KIH' X K'. Taking this aU into consideration we see that the
only cases we need verify are SO(n)lSO(n - 1), U(n)IU(n - 1), SU(n)IS(Un - 1 x
U1 ), Sp(n)ISp(n - 1) x Sp(1), and Sp(l)jU(l). These cases follow from the results
in [23]. 0

Theorem 4.5. Let Kn denote one 0/ the series 0/ groups, SO(n), U(n), SU(n),
or Sp(n). Then using the sets Xb, 'Rb defined in the main example, we haue

Tx; ('RI:) $ 0 (bdim K.+{dim K .. -dim K .. _ 1 )+CT(K.. ,K.. _::i))

Proof. We prove this for SO(n); the proofs for the other series of groups are similar.
First note that IXbl = IA~I ... IA~lIX~-II; though we do not need this property,
it does simplify the proof. Sy theorem 3.6, we have

T ('On) !XbIT ("02) ~ jX;1 M('Oi Ai Ai },~. )
X: I\..b ::; IX2 1 X; ""b +~ lXii ''''b, 2"· i' \.1-1

b 1=3 b .
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but by corollary 4.2 and lemma 14,

I,~i IM (nb, A\ .. AL J(i_ d

< I'~il (L, d~) (i - I) IA~I·· ·IA;I i$jgiM~~_:l(R~)
pE'R~

< 0 (bdim Ki-dim Ki_l+O'(Ki,Ki_:l))

Now, dimJ{j -dimJ{j_l +u(I<j, Kj-2) = i + li:;l J -1 is an increasing function of
i, and Ii; ITx; (RE) ::; 0 (b). Therefore

Tx; ::; IxrlO (bdim Ki-dim Ki-l+ C1 (Ki,Ki-:l))

o
Theorem 4.5 does not make fuH use of the subgroup chains in the examples-it

on Iy uses the subgrou p eh ai n J{n ;::: J{n _ 1 ;::: ... ;:::: 1. Making com plete use of the
chains, (8), (9), (11) or (13), gives slightly better rcsults, which we record in the
following theorem. The proof is almost idcntical to theorem 4.5 with the exception
of using a finer subgroup chain. Of course, for SO(n) we have already used t.he fuH
subgroup chain.

Theorem 4.6. Assume Tl ;::: 2, then

(i) FOT U (n) we have Tx;: CR.b) ::; O(bdim U(n)+3n-3)

(ii) FOT SU (n) we have Tx; (nb) ::; O( bdim SV(n )+3n-2)

(iii) For Sp(n) we have Tx:(nb) ::; O(bdimSp(n)+6n-6)

5. SCALAR SUMS OF PRODUCTS

\Ve shall now use an ada pted basis 1,0 look at (1) as a scalar cquation relat.ing

elements of the matrix j(p) to sums of products of matrix elements. As scalar
multiplication is commutativc, this givcs us more flexibility in choosing {,he order
in which we multiply thc matrix elements.

Theorem 5.1. Let K n denote one 01 the senes 0191'OUPSJ SO(n), U(n), SU(n),
or Sp( n). Define the sets Xr J 'R.~ as in the maill example 01 section 4, anel let
Ln denote the subgroup immediately below /{n in the chain defillcd for that series.
Then

Tx:CR.~)::; 0 (bdimKn+l+raßkK"_:l+CT(L",Kn_:l)+CT(Kn_I,K,,_~))

Before proving the theorem, letJs make the statement more explicit. Let

,(I{n) = 1 + rank 1(n-2 +u(Ln , K n - 2) +O'(f{n-l' J(n-2).

Then ,K" is given by the following table.

K n U(n) SU(71) Sp(n)
,(1-(" Tl - 1 n 3n

In cach of these cases ,(J(o) is asymptot.ic to vadim Ko, where a is ~ for SO(n),
a is 1 for U(n) and SU(n), and ~ for Sp(n).
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Proof of theorem 5.1. we shaH prove the theorem in detail for SO( n) and then
indicate how the proof generalizes to the other chains of groups. we start by nothing
that

(15) Tx;(Rb) ~ IX&'I [Tx;(R;)+ ~ 1"~tIM(RLA~,ALSO(i-I))]
so we shall first eoneentrate on bounding M ('R'h,A2", ... A~! 50(n - I))! whieh is
the nurnber of operations required to eompllte ihe surn

E p(a2) ... p(an )F(02 ... 0n,P)
aiEAi
2::::i~n

in an adapied basis, where F(a2 ... an, p) is a dp X dp matrix in (End Vp)SO(n-l)!

and P is any representation in 'Rb' An adapted basis for Vp is indexed by a ehain
of represeniations (see section 2)

Pn-I "":E;--- """':E~-- o

where Pn =P, Pi is in 'R~ and an arrow from Pi to Pi+I indieates thai Pi oeeurs in
the restriet ion of Pi+ I to 50 (i). \Ve shaH ind ieate such eh ains of representations
by A, A' etc. Using Sehur's lemma it is easy to find the form of the matriees p(ad
in an adapted basis

[p(ailJA,N = ( TI 6Pi ,Pi) P~i,Pi-l ,P:-l ,Pi-'J (ai)
j;6-1 1

where pi.. I . is a sealar fundion and by eonvention we always take Po = 0,
p, ,P,-I ,Pi-l ,P,-'J

PI = O. Similarly,

for some sealar function FI . Therefore (5) beeomes

(16)

E E [rr P;i'Pi-l'P~_l 'P;-'J (ai)] Fdp~-I' .. '! p~! P~-2' ... , P~; a2, ... ,an)
uiEAi P~""'P~-'J i=2
2~i~n

where we have t,he convcntion thai P~-l = P~ -1' Pn ::;: p, and whcrc thc indices
Pi, pi, pr satisfy the restrietion relations of the following diagram

r~ ~H_ r3~r2~

Y~r~_2- k

Pn_2~"""""'''''lIIl!:~-

Diagram 1.
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we shall calculate the surn (16) in n - 1 steps as folIows. \Ve calculate functions Fi

for 2 ~ i ~ n where Fi is given in terms of Fi - 1 by

(17) Fd P~ _ 1 ! ••• ! p~ ;P~_2' ... pi _ 1 ; Pi 1 ••• , P2; ai+1, ... 1 an )

= ~ '" Pp
i
. p '_ pI. pI., (ai)}<~·-dp~-l! ... !an)L..J L..J '1 t It 1-11 ,_')

aiEAi 1':-:1

The representations appearing as indices in the expression (17) satisfy the relations

Pi oE Pi-l ~ .. , ~

~~
P~~ P~_2 ~ - P;-l ~ P:-2

P~-2~ ,., "'oE=---

Diagram 2.

when 2 ~ i ~ n - 1. It is easy to see that Fn is the sum we wish to cornpute.
The number of operations we take to calculate the inner surn of (17) for any given

values of aj! ... !an and all allowed values of the representations Pi 1 p}, P] E 'Rt is

the number of ways of filling in Diagram 2 with representations Pi, pj, pJ E ni
subject to the restrietion relations represented by the arrows in that diagram. TO
count the nurnber of ways of filling in this diagram! we first choose representations
P~-ll pi! Pi-l, Pi-ll Pi-2 subject to the relations

o

P;~Pi~

Pi-l ~ Pi-2
Diagram 3.

')

p~_ 1 ...EE------

The arrows of diagram 3 are in one to one correspondence with chains of arrows
in diagram 24

. Gi ven a choice of P~_ l' Pi 1 Pi - 1, P:' _ l' pi_2! the \Vays of fi Hing in
these c11ains of representations are independent and the number of ways of filling
in the chain corresponding to an edge from ß to Q' in diagrarn ;{ is the multiplicity
kf0: (ß). Henee the number of operations we take to eompute t.he inner sn m giyen
ai! .... an for allowed index values is

( 18)
..,

1';_I,Pi,Pi-1
I I

l'i-I,Pi-'J

II
Il.rrows from a

to ß in diagram 3

4The chains in diagram 2 that we consider are precisely the maximal chains of arrow sllch that
each intermediate point in the chain has exactly one arrow entering it and one arrow leaving it
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But A1p;(P~_lL A1p~_1 (Pi-2L A1p'_1 (Pi-2) and A1p;(Pi-d are each I whenever the
relations of diagram 3 are satisfied. So t,he numbcr of operations required to calcu
late Pi giyen Fi _ 1 is bounclecl by

P~-lIPi ,Pi-l
I I

Pi-l,Pi-'J

< 0 (bo - i + 1brank 50(0-1 )+rank 50(i)+2 rank SO(i-1 )+rank SO(i- 2) X

X bo(SO(0-1),SO(i-1))+NSO(n-l)+NSO(i_l))

O(bdim 50(n)+rank SO(i))

\Vhen i = n diagram 3 becomes

anel the number of operations required to calculate Fn given Fn - 1 is

IA~I L: dP~_ldpn_1A1P~_1(P:_1)
P,P ..-l

P;-l'P~-'J

s; O(bll-i+lbdim 50(0)+1+rank 50(0-2)+2<7(50(0-1 ),50(0-2)))

= O(bdim 50(0)+rnnk 50(0))

From this we wee that

n

A1(1lblA~ ... A~JSO(n -1)) s; l::o(bdimSO(o)+rankSO(i)).

i:;:2

Substituting this bound irrto (15) gives

n

T'x:: (nb) ~ L O(bdim SO(o)+rnnk SO(i)) = O(bdim 50(0)+rank SO(o))

j:;:2

Th is proves the theorem for J(n = SO (11). The method of the theorem generalizcs
to the other chains of groups transparently (even when the restrietions in the chain
are not multiplicity 1). The complexity is bouncled by a sum of terms associated
with different diagrams generalizing diagram 3. The dominant term comes from a
diagram of the form
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h h · t t' . 'TIn . . 'TIn 1 , .. 'TIn-2 cl 2
W ere eac p 18 a represen a IOn 1Il '''b' Pn -1 IS In '''n - 'Pn _ 2 1S 1Il ''"'b ,an Pn _ 1

is a representation in ('Rb') L n -I' Using (18 th is dominant term is easily bou nded
by

o

A method for obtaining the fUllctions P;i,Pi-l ,P;_pPi-7. is given in [13], and in the

case of uni tary groups explici texpressions are gi yen ([13] p. 395).

6. HOMOGENEOUS SPACES

\\Te shall now consider a problem analogous to the computation of the su m (1)
or of the introductioll, but on a homogeneous space.

ASSUIne <p is a cl istri bution on the compact Lie group, G, and P is a fin ite cl imen
sional representation of G. Then denne the Fourier transform of <p at p to be tjJ(p),
where

(v", tjJ(p) v) = (<p, (x I--t (v", p(x)v)))
for any v in Vp , v* in Vp.. , and where ( , ) denotes either thc dual pairing bctween
Vp and Vp" or between funetions and distributions. This transform is also denoted
p(<p). This definition is simply related to the sllm (1), for if X is a finite sllbset of
G, f is a complcx fuuction on X I alld we deHne a cl istribu tion 10 = LxEX f (x) Ox ,
then using the notation of (1) I J= Ja.

Assurne now that f{ is a closed subgroup of G. 'rhen we may project functiolls
on G to funetions on G/ J( by integrating along the fibers of the canonical pro
jectioll G --+ G/](. The dual of this projection defines an illjection, i G / K [rom
distri butions on G/ f{ to distribu t ions on G. I f }I" is a fi ni te Sll bset of G/ J( and 9
is a complex function on Y, then define 96 = LllE}' 9(Y)Oy, alld

9 = 9f' = iG/K(!ia)

When 'R. is a set of matrix represen tations of G, we let Tl' ('R) be the nn 111ber of
operations requircd to compute fj(p) for all p in 'R., given any cornplex funct.ion, 9

on Y.
Now we shall relate 9 to a sum with a form we have al ready met. For any

representation, p, we define Vp
K to bc the set of J(-invariant vectors in Vp , and let

pr = fK p(k)dk be thc canonical projection from Vp onto Vp
K. we say thaI, p is

class 1 with respect to J( if Vp
K is nonzero, ami ror any set of representations, n,

we let nK denote the set of representations in n that are dass 1. If f is a complex
function on a finite subset Y C G, then we define

(19) jK (p) = j.p: = L p(y) [f(y)p:l
yEY
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When n is a set of matrix representaLions 1 we define T.{f ('R.) t,o be tha number of

operations required to compute jK (p) for all p in 'R.) given any complex fllnction,
f) on Y. The following properties are t.rivial.

Letlllllß 6.1. (i) jK (p) lies in Hom(Vp
K;Vp ).

(ii) /f p is not class 1 with Tespect 10 J( I Ihen j K (p) = O.
(iii) Assume Y is a finite subsei of G / J( I 9 is a complex function on }I" I Y

is a set of coset 1'epresentatives fOT Ihe cosets in Y! (md f is the cOlllplex
/unction on Y dejilled by f(y) = g(yJ() fOT any y on Y. Then

g(p) = jK (p)

Corollary 6.2. (i) Assume Y is a finite subsei 0/ G/ f( (l1Id }I" is a set 0/ coset
Tepresentatives /01' Y. Then Tr' ('R.) :::; T{ ('R)

(ii) Tlf (n) =Tlf ('R. K).

The sum (19) used to define jK (p) is of thc same form as (5) cOllsidered in
seetion 4-simply substitute f(y)ppK for F(y). It is easy to see that the techniques
of seetion 4 do not give an efficient way of cornpu ting the su rn (19), bu t 11 !lder the
right conditions on the set , Y, the techniques of section 5 do give good results.

For each of the classical groups cOl1sidered in scction 4 we donne sets yb
n in terms

of the main examples.

(20)

(21 )

(22)

(23)

SO(n)yb
n = A~ A~

U(n) yb
n = B? ß~_lA2 A::

SU(n)il"bn = Bil
B~_lA~ A~

Sp(n) y n = (Bn ,2cn Bn ,l A") (8",2 C" ß",l A")
b 1 1 1 2' . . n-1 "-1 fl-l "

where the sets Ai, Bi, Ci. B~,l, ß~,2 are defilled for each of {,he series of groups
according to the definitions in section 4. For these subsets of the dassical groups
we may use the argument of the prüof of theorem 5.1 to bound Tl~:('R.b).

b

Theorem 6.3.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

< O(bdim [SO(")/SO(n-l)]+l)

< O(bdim[U(n)!(U"-1 XVI )]+1)

< O(bdim[SU(n)/S(U"-1 xU I )]+2)

~ O(bdim[Sp(n)/(Sp(n-l) XS p(1))]+3)

Remark. The results stated for SU(n) and Sp(n) are clearly not as good as those
for SO(n) and U(n). Tbis is an indication that the indexing for adapted bases of
dass 1 representations implicit in the proof is not cornpletely appropriat,e. In the
case of SU(n)/S(Un - 1 X Ud we shall give explicit formulae (see sedion 7) for the
associated spherical funetions that allow us to improve this bound. Such formulae
also exist for Sp( n) / (Sp( n - 1) x Sp( 1)), though we do not, treat this case here.
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Pmof of theorem 6.3, As previollsly mentionecl , the proor is simply an adaptation
of the proof of theorem 5.1. \Ve shall prescnt it in the case of 50(n) alld then
briefly indicate how to generalize to the ot,her classical groups.

Using the same notation for indexing adapted bases as in 5.1, we see that

[p50(n-l)] = eS eS ,
P 11.,11.' P"-l,O P"_l'O

and hence that

(24)

r2~

o

/
o

Only the case P~-l = 0 is important; in this case the SUffi (24) is exaetly the same
as (l6) wi th P~_ 1 l ••• l P~, P~_ 1 l ••• l P2 all set to the tri vial represen tation l 0I

and Ft(O, ... , 0, a2 ... an) equal to f(a2 ... an). Thus we may calculate this surn in
n - I st,eps by defining

(25)
n

F;(pi, ... , P2; ai+1 ... an) = E TI P;i,Pi-l ,0,0(a;)Fi-dpi-11 ... , P2; ai ... an)
G;EAi i=2

Diagram 3, which gives the restrict.ion relations between representations occurring
in the sum becomes

ri~ri~

O~······~OE 0

~ o E Eo----

Diagram 4.

So Pi and Pi-1 are dass 1 relative to SO(i-l), SO(i-2) respeetively. Thc number
of operations required to obtain Fi from Fi-1 is bounded by

lAii .. ·IA~I L dPi

Pi E("R~)SO(i-l)

< 0(bn-i+1bdim 50(i)/50(i-1))

O(bO ) = O(bdimSO(o)/SO(O-l)+l)

Thererore
n

T}~,,?(n-l)('R'b) :5 E O(bdimSO(o)/SO(n-l)+l) = 0(bdimSO(n)/SO(n-1)+1)

k=2

Th is proves thc resuIt for SO (n) / SO (n - 1). For t!Je other classical grOllps
the proof is similar. For U(n)/(Un - 1 x Ud alld SU(n)/S(Un - 1 x Ud t.he most
impartant diagrams ta consider have the same form as diagram 4. For 5p(n) one
I ld t . th d Bo,1 B n ,l C n Bo,l Bn ,2 cn An Bn ,lS lOU sum over se S 1Il e or cr: 1 I 2 I 1; 2 I 2 , 1 l 21 3 , ... l
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A:: -1' The diag rarns corresponding to the dominant terms in the com plexi ty sums
have the form

o

where Ai is a representation or Sp(i-I) X Sp( 1) and Oj denotes thc trivial repre
sentation of SpUl. D

7. FAST TRANSFORMS ON SPIIERES

Thc proof of theorem 6.a works by factoring the associated spherical functiolls
of a homogeneous space and then calculating the sum for jK (p) one factor at
a time. For the spaces SO(71)/SO(n - 1), U(n)/U(n - 1), SU(n)/SU(n - 1) and
Sp( n) / Sp( n -1) 1 the associated spherical functions may be written, in a polyspheri
cal coordinate system, as proclucts of complex exponentials and Jacobi polynomials.
In terms of the proof of theorem 6.3, we will try to use explicit expressions for the
functions P;;,Pi-1 ,0,0 to compute the sum (25) efficiently.

\Ve shall develop fast transfonTIs for the associated spherical fUllctions of the
spaces SO( n) / SO(n - 1) alld SU (n) / SV (n - 1). The key to performing fast trans
forms on these homogeneolls spaces is the use of efficient algoritllms to project
funetions of one variable onto spaces of polynomials. These have been developed
by Driscoll and Bealy.

The techniques of Driscoll and Healy rely on the three term recurrence relation
satisfied by a orthogonal polynornial seqllcnce.

Theorem 7.1 (Driscoll, Hcaly, Rockulore). Assume {<l>I : 0 :5 I < n} is (I

set of complex fllnclions defined at the points Zo, ... ,Zn-l E C ami satisfying (I

th1'ee term recurrence relation, at these points, of the form <1>/+1 = (alx + bt}<I>1 +
CI<PI-ll for 1 :5 l < n - I, aml that f : {O, ... ,n - ]} -* C. Then the following
compulations can be compleled in 0 (n (log H) 2) opemlions given a precomputed dal"
struetllre of size 0(b(logb)2).

(a) Calculation of the stlms Lj~~ fU)<PI (Zj) /01' 0 ::; l < n,

(b) Ca[culalion of the sums Lj~ci f(j) '-PI (Zj) fol' 0 ::; l < n.

Für the prüof of this res II It, see [7J and [8], or [16].

Exmnple: Thc Fast Transforlll Oll sn-I. The Gel'fand basis vectors for the
class one representation, ß(m,o,,,.) of SO(u) relative to SO(n -1) are determinecl
by the integers 1Hn = ml,n, ... , 1H2 = ml, 2 which satisfy the constrai 11 ts

Let us denote the corresponding Gel'fand basis vector by M, anel the SO(n - 1)
invariant basis vcctor for which mn = 111,1I1n -l = ... = m2 = 0, by Gm. Thc
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matrix coefficients that appear in the Plancherel form ula for sn -1 can be wri t ten}
with respect to this basis} in thc following form

(ß(m,O, ... )(1'2(02).....rn(On)g)Om) M)

= An [nn C~+lmj_ll(COsO')Sinlmj-d(O.)] eim'JO'J
M mj-lmj-II J J

j=3

where 9 can be any element of SO( Tl - 1L ancl CI: is a Gegenbauer polynomial.

77ln !r(n - 1)------'------'...,.... x
(2mn + n - 2)

x

AM =

_1_ fr 22Imj-t1+j-4(77lj -lmj-II)!(j + 2mj - 2)(r(i? + Imj_II))2

r(~) j=3 J1iT(mj + Imj-ll + j - 2)

is a normalization constant. A proof of this formula may be found in [21].
Given such an explicit expression for the spherical functions, it is now straight

forward to improve the algorithm of sedion 6 for a Fourier transform on sn-I.
Theorell1 7.2. Assume that BO,2, .•• 102b,2 are points in [G , 21TL and tllat for 2 <
k ::; n, OO,k,'" ,(h,k (we points in [OI1T]. Then JOT any complex functioll! I, defined
on {O, ... , 2b} x {O" .. I b}n-2 fhe sums

can be compHted for all Hln , ... } 7712 with b 2::: 77lj -]mj-ll ;::: 0 for all j, in a total of
o (bn -1 (log b) 2) opernt ions, given a p''ecomputed data strucluT'e 0 f size 0 (b 2 (log b) 2) .

Proof. For 2 ::; I ::; n} let HS define the partial transform }

2b b

fm'J, ...TIl/ U/+Il'" lin) = L 2: f(h",,} jd x
h=O j;" ... ,j, =0

X[nI C~+lmlo:-11 (cos O· k) sin1mlo:- 11 (0' k)] eim'J°h,'Jmlo:-lmlo:_ll Jlo:, Jlo:,
k=3

Then Im'J can be obtained from f I for all 1m2I::; b} by a normal fast FOIl rier trans
form on thc i2 variable, in bn - 20(b log b) operations. The Gegenbauer polynomials
satisfy thc recurrence relations

C>.. (x) = 2(>' + m) xC>" _ 2>' + 171 - 1C>..
m+ 1 m + 1 m m + 1 m-1

so by theorem7.1, we can compute Im'J, ...mlo:+ l I for all 71lk+l, ... } 7712 with b ;:::
mj -lmj- tl ;::: O} starting with the data jm'J"" ,mlo:. sin1mlo: I(Oj ... ,kL by a ane variable
polynomial transform l in 0 (bn - 1(log b) 2) operations. After n - 2 such steps, we
have compllted F'J'''' ,m .. in the clcsired numbcr of operations. D

Corollary 7.3. T~~(n-1) (nb) < 0 (bdim 8,,-1 (log b)2) = O(bn- l (log b)2)
" -
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ExanlpIe: The Fast Transforrn on 5U(n) / 5U (n - 1). 'Ne sh all identify
SU (n) / SU (11 - 1) wi th the (2n - 1)-sphere I s2n -1. The Gel'fand basis veetors
for dass one representations of 5U(n) relative to 5U(n - 1) are determinecl by
integers tnn , ... I m2 I V n I ••• I V2, )'1, which satisfy

1112 + V2 2: 1).11 and 1112 + V2 +).1 even.

These are related to t.hc mj,j of thc seetion 4 deali ng with SU (n), by

mI,k = 1nk + Vk, fn2,k = Vk, ... I 111k-I,k = Vk

rnk,k =k(mk+I - vk+d - (k + l)(mk - v,..)

for 2 ::; k < 11 , and ffil,l = ).1.

Even though we are llsing Gel'fand bases coming from a chain of subgroups
for SU (n), it is conyen ieH t for us to parametrize s2n - 1 using the action of U(n),
and the isomorphism s2n-l = U(n)/U(n - 1). This parametrizatation is merely
a notation al convenience , and is simply related to one coming from the action of
5U(n), see [14] for an explanation.

In order to write down the associated spherical funetions for this homoge
neous space , let. us denote tlJe GePfand basis vector corrcsponding to the integers
mn, ... m2,Vnl'" ,1121).1, by M and the SU(n -1)-invariant basis vector by On.
Let T be the standard maximal torus of U (n), let. t be the clual group of T, ancl let
Aj : T ----t Z be the j-th coordinate function with respect to this basis. Let TMO "

be the associated spherical function corresponding to the M, On matrix element.
Then,

'Tl ( (fJ) (0) ( :)) (n-2+min{mn ,vn }) An An X (t)
.L MO" t.7'2 2 ... r n n ~ = n _ 2 0.. M <PM

n

X TI (cos Oj )Aj (sin Bj)ß j P/.j- 2+B j ,Aj (cOS 28j )

j=2

for t E T, where !PM is the element of t defined by

alld

Aj(<PM)

A2 ( <PM)

At{<PM) =

(mj - IIj) - (mj-l - Vj-I) for j 2: 3
1
"2(m2 - 112 +).I)

1
-(m2 - V2 - ).I)
2

kj = lI1in{mj - mj-l,Vj - Vj-tl, for j 2: 3,

A j =IÄj(<PM)1 I for j 2: 3 ,

Bj = fTlj-I + Vj-ll

= 2k j - 1 +A j - I + Bj - I , for j 2: 3

1
k2 = '2().I + m2 + V2)

A 2 = -A2

B 2 = fl I (<PM)
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AM =

The constant AM ean be written as

2
n

-
1
(: _I)! TI [(BHd j _ 1) ( Bi

t
l

~~::J)- 2 )]
J=2 J J

Aj

These formulae are proven in the thesis [14] (see also [12] for the unitary group

case). Note that ifb 2: 1HIl ,VIl , then IAj(IPM)1 ~ band 0 ~ k j ~ b, for 1 ~ j ~ n,

but also that k2 2: max{ -A2,-B2 , -(A 2 + B2 ), O}. Define a subset of T, by

rb = {,p E T : IÄj (,p) I~ b, for 1 ~ j Sn}.

TheoreIll 7.4. Assmne Xo, ... ,XK -1 are points on T, such that. JOI' any function
h : {O, ... , f .... - I} ---+ C we can compute Lj h (j),p (x j) J01' all c1w raeters, ,p,

of T in fb in a t.otal time O(bll (logb)2). Assume that for 2 S k ~ 1l, we have
chosen points BO,k' ... ,0L!J,k in [0, ~). Then for an y complc:L' ftmetion I f, defined

on {O, ... ,J{ - I} x {O, ... I l ~J}n-l, lhe sums

K-l [!l n

L L f(jl' ... ,jll)IPM (xiJ) II (cos B.:)Ai (sin Ojj,d Bi p~~2+ßi,Ai(cos 20j j ,i)
jl=O}:;;, ... ,jn.=O i=2

earl be computed for all 1Hn 2: ... 2: m2 2: 0, VIl 2: ... 2: V2 2: 0, m2 + V2 2: lAI L
and m2 + v2 + A} even, in (J total 0/ O(b21l - 1(log b)2) operations.

Proof. \Ve proceed in a similar way to the sn-I case. However, we shall use the
transform variables ,p = IPM, and k'l' ... ,kn . It is easy to wri te the vari ables mj,
Vi and Al in terms of <p ami the kj, and the caIculation of one set of variable from
the other can be performed in a fixed number of operations depcnding only on
n. To perform the transform , first do an abelian Fourier transform with respect
to the Xj transforming to the variable,,p. By hypothesis, this can be done for
fixed k2 , ... ,kn , in 0 (bU (log b) 2) operations. Do this for a]] necc~sary values of
k2 , ... ,kn . Now t,ransform 1.0 t,he variables k2 , . .. I kll in that oreler, m aking use
of the recurrence relations for Jacobi polynomials at each step. The only clifficult
step is the transform to k2 , the problem being that A2 and 8 2 could be negative.
But, we may restrict k2 so that k2 "2: max{ -A2 , -B2 , -(A 2 + B2 ), Ol, allel for
such values of k2 , the Jacobi polynomials are weil defined and have a nontrivial
recurrence relation. D

The following corollary allel theorem are DOW immediate.

Corollary 7.5. T}~,,~S;;l)('R.t:) ~ O(bdimS:l"-1 (logb)2) = O(b2n - 1 (logb)2)

Theorenl 7.6. T}~~un.-lXUd(nt:) < O(bdim Cp,,-l (log b)2) = O(b2n - 2 (logb)2)
" -

A result analogolls to theorem 7.4 for the homogeneolls space U (Tl) j U (Tl - 1)
has an almost ielentieal proof, as the spherical functions far tha.t case clifrer in only
one factor. A similar argument also works for the space Sp(n)jSp(n -1) llsing the
expression for the spherical functions given on p. 400 [12].
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8. FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF DISTRIAUTIONS

25

Assumc V is a finite set of distributions Oll C, and f :V --t C. \Ve now consider
the comput.ation of

(26) j(p)v = L J(D)p(D)
DEV

for a11 representations, PI in n., wherc n. is R finite set of finite dimensional rcpre
sentations of C.

The arguments of sections 3, 4, 5, ami 6 generalize to this new situation; Olle
simply replaces group elements, x, by distributions, D, and replaces multiplication
of groups elements by convolution of distributions, \Ve say thai a distribution, D,
COffimutes with a group element, k, if!Sk * D = D * !Sk, allel we say D commutes
with a subgroup if it commutes with a11 clcrnents of that subgroup.

Lenlnla 8.1. Assume D is a distribution on G, K is a closed subgroup of G, and
p is a finite dimensional representation 01 G.

(i) If D is in Coo (f{)'5 I then p( D) is in spane (p(J{).
(ii) If D commutes with K, then p(D) commutes witll c(Jch element 01 p(J\).

Therefore, when ]{ is a closed subgroup of C, the appropriate replacements for
the two conditions , 'x is a member of f{' and 'x commutes with aU elements of J{',

are 'D is an element of COO(K)' 'and 'D commutes with JC.

\Ve now generalize the definitions of Tx ('R) and M (n., Y, J{) so that tlie state
ment of theorems in sections 3-6 remain unchanged whcn we replace group elements
by distri bu tions. For a set of distributions, V, and a set of matrix reprcsentat ions ,
'R, of G, we let Tv(n) be the minimum number of operations needed to compute

j(p)v for all p in 'R. , at any given function I : 'R --t C. If f{ is a closed subgroup
of C, we let T.ff(1?) = T,ff"'{CK}(n), where CK is the characteristie distribution of

K, \Ve also let M(R, V, 1<) elenote the 1It1lnber of operations needed to cOlnpute

L p(D).F(D, p)
DED

at each p in 'R, where for caeh p in 'R and D in V, F(D, p) is a dp x dp matrix in
spane p(K). The generalization of theorem 3.3 becomes

Theorel11 8.2. Assume G is a compact Lie group, K is (l closed subgroup 01 GI
V c A *ß wllere A and B are sets 01 distributions on G ond B C Coo (K)'. Assume
that 'R. is a f{ -adapted set of matrix repn!sentations 01 G. Then

.5 c= (K)' ie the epace of all dist.ributions on K, and may be embedded in C= (Cl' IIsing the
ma.pping on distributions induced from the embedding of J{ in G
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Distributions on thc classical groups. In order to complete the translation of
the results on classical groups into this new context, we need to redefine the sets
AI:, Bk' Cr and B~,i of the main example, section 4. \Ve now choose all these sets
to be sets of distributions, each with O(b) elements, ans satisfying the properties
which follow. Ir we denote the series of classical groups \Inder consideration !(n,

then we require timt all elements of Ai are distributions on Ki which commutc
with Ki~2. \Ve also make the following assumptions in each case.

U(n) The elements of Bk should be distributions on Uk-l x U1 that commute
with Uk-1.

SU(n) The elements of Bk should be distributions on S(Uk x Ud that COll1ll1ute
with SU(k - 1),

Sp(n) The elements of nz,l and BZ,2 should be distributions on Sp(k - 1) X Uj

that commute with Sp(k -1), The elements of er: should be distributiolls
on Sp(k - 1) x Sp(1) that commnte with Sp(k - 1).

Denne the sets X;, X~,i, and Ybl as before, but replacing multiplication of grollp
elements by convoilition of distributions, Under these assllmptions the following
result holds.

Theorem 8.3. With the new definitions above, the statements of theorem 4.6, the
Ot'ClTl 5.1 and theot'ClTl 6.3 stJ'U hold.

In a further generalizatioIl, all these theorems can be translated iuto statements
about countable chains of multi-matrix algebras.

Special functiolls and distributions. 1'0 generalize thc results of section 7 we
nceel to be more carcful. The following theorems treat the case of finitely supportccl
distribu tions on the spheres sn -1 or S2n -1 ,

TheoreIll 8.4. Let D be a line07' differentialoperntor on eCO((O, 27r) x (0, 7r)n-2),
let 00 ,2, ... ,02b,2 Oe points in (O,27r), and Jor 2 < k :S n, let OO,kl'" ,(h,k be points
in (0, rr). Then Jor any complex junclioll, f, defined on {O, ... , 2b} x {O, .. , ,b}n-2
the sums

2b b

L L f(hl'" ,in) X

can be computed Jot' oll Htn , ' .. ,t1t2 witll b ~ tHj -Imj -11 :2: °fOt' aU j, in Cl total of
Q(bn

- 1(logb)2) operntions, given a pt'ecompHted data strtlcture oJsize O(b2(logb)2).
In addition, these botmds can be chosen to depend only on b, 11, oud the order oJ
D.

Pl'oof. For clarity let's look at the case where n = 3 and the order of D is J. In
this case, D has the form D = 01 (82 ,83 ) + (l2 (02 ,83 ) a~'J + 03(°2 ,03 ) a~3' and so t.hc
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sum we need to eompute beeomes

wbere

27

= -(2Im21 + 1)(sin1m:;al+l O)C!+lm:;a1 (eos B)mll-lm:;al-l

Im21 (sin 1111:;aI-l 0) (eos 0) C':I:~~~I:;a1 (cos 0)

= (sin1m';lIO)C!+lml (eos 0)
m3-lm';ll

Tbe sum (27) splits into 4 sums eorresponding to tbe 4 terms within tbe large
brackets. By the same arguments as used for theorem 7.2 we see that eaeh of these
fonr sums may be computed in O(b2(log b)2) operations. In the general ease l D has
the form

8101
D = ~ ao(l~21 ... ,On) (80)0

where Q runs over all multi-indices of order at most the order of D. Henee , ir I
denotes the order of D, then lIsing Leibnitz's rule the sum we need to eompute may
be broken up into less th an (l + 1)" 21 sums, eaeh of whieh may be eom puted in
o (b" - 1 (log b) 2) operations. 6 0

Corollary 8.5. Let Yb" be the suuset 0150(n) defined by (20), seelion 6, and
asstHne YJ: is a set consisting 0/ a distribution supp01'ted on p for each point, p, 01
Yb". Thell

T~F("-I)('R;;):5O(bdimsn-l (logb)2) = 0(b"-1(logb)2)

In addition these bounds can be chosen to depend only on b, n, and the maximum
order of the distributions.

Theorenl 8.6. Assume D is a linear differential operator on COO (T x (0, rr)"-l)
and xo, . .. I XK -1 are points on T such that 101' any Junction h : {O, ... I [{ 

I} --+ C we can compute 2:: j h(j)4J(xj) for all chamelers, 4J, of T in fb in a

tolal lime 0 (b" (log b) 2) . AsstIme that for 2 :S k :5 11, we have chosen poillts
Oa,k I ••• I 0L tJ,k in (0 I ~). Then for any complex functio1l, f I defined on {O I ••• I J( -

I} X {O"", l%J}n-l, the sums

K-l l!J
L L !(it,··· ,Jn)
it=Oh, ... ,j .. =O

6For thc purposes of calculating transfarms of finitely supported distributions, as corollary 8.5,

it sufficcs to consider the case where D = a (02 I ••• ,On) (~~) ~. In this case the sum spli ts int.o at

most 21 other sums.
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can be computed for all nln ~ ... ~ Tnz ~ 01 Vn ~ ... ~ Vz ~ 0, Tnz + Vz 2:: 1..\1 L
and Tnz + V2 +..\1 even l in a total of O(b2n - l (log b) 2) operations. This bOfmd can
be chosen to depend only on b, 11 1 and the order of D.

Proof The prüof here follows the same ieleas as that for the sn transform. One
simply evaluatcs the derivatives using Leibnitz's rule to gct a eolledion of sums,
eaeh of whieh may be ealculated in O(b2n - l (log b)Z) operations. This is possible
beeause (Pt,ß)' = ~(k + a + ß + l)Pt!ll,ß+l. 0

Corollary 8.7. Let yb
n
.B~ be the sllbset of SU(n) tJsed in corollary 7.5 1 (md ClS

sume YJ; is a set consisting of Cl distr-ibtJtion supported on p for each point, p, of
yb

n
.B~. Then

T~%(n-l)(nb) ::; O(bdims:ln-l (logb)2) =0(b2n - l (logb)2)

In addition these bounds can be chosen to depend only on b, n, and the maximum
order of the distributions.

9. FAST TRANSFORMS ON HOMOGENEOUS VECTOR BUNDLES OVEH. 52

Monopole Harulonics. Let Tn be t,he representatioll of 50(2) of weight. n, anel

let En be the sllbbunclle of (TS2C )0In l isomorphie to SO(3) x T ,. C.
Define

~(dO - i sin Odcp)

~(dO + i sin Odcp)
v2

{

W~~l ~f n > 0 ]
1 If n =0.
w!~-n) if n < O.

Then is is clear that W n is a sedion of En , defined everywhere exeept at thc poles,
anel that wn =W- n . For any Coo fllnetioll, f, on S2 define

I B 8 ·18 clw Iere = li8 + tii"i"il'"9lilP' an
straightforward Lo see that

I= 2[(B - n cot O)f] W n +l

= ~ [(13 + neotO)f] Wn-l

13 = -Ie - imh~· Calculating using B, it is

1
2(~-n(n+I))

1
- (ß. - (n - l)n)
2

on 1"'00 (En ), w11 ere D = (D*) t I ( )* is the formal pre-Hilbert space adjoi nt, and
( )t is the usual vect.or space adjoinL ~ is the -1 times the Casimir operator for
the regular reprcsentation in En . Set Dk to be Dil when k 2:: 0, alld D::::~ when
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k ::; O. Dk is Ik/-th order and generates the spaee of invariant differential operators
from r oo ( En ) to r oo (En+k) as a bimodule over the algebras of invariant differential
operators on r oo (En ) and r oo (En +kf.

\Ve use these invariant differential operators to eonstruct a basis for the space of
square integrable sections L 2 (En ), from the spherieal harmonie basis for functions
on the sphere. Tf I ;::: Iml are integers, then define

v A C!+lml( B)(' B)lml imip
llm = lrn l-Irnl eos Sill e

whcre

1
Alm = 21 m l+1

l! ( 21ml ) / ( 1+ Iml )
Iml 21ml

which differs form the usual normalization by a fador of im. Using the formula for
D.f-l D+ 1 we see that

Inl-1

(DnY/m l DnYim) = 21~1 II (I(l + 1) - k(k + 1)) =er
k=O

and hence that for fixed n l the set of all sections l }l~ = JeFDn )11m where I ;::: Inl

and I ;::: ImL forms a complete orthollormal set in L 2(En ). These sect.ions are eaJled
the monopole harmonies.

Assume BOl'" ,Ob-l are points in (Ol1l'"), 'PO, ... ,'P2b-2 are in [0,21r), and for
each il k we have a vector , Vjk = ajk.wn(Bj l 'Pk) in the fibre, Enl(Bj,r.p .... ) of En over
the poi nt of S2 with coordinates (0j , 'Pk ). Then

where ß n = (B - (n -l)cotB) .. . (B -cotB)B l for n.2: 0, and B_ n = Bn . It is
clear from theorem 8.4 of thc previous section tImt this sum can be computecl for
all II m with b > I .2: In I alld I :::: Iml in a total time O(b2 (log b) 2).

An alternative approach to computing the sum (28) is to write the seetion }l~

diredly as a linear combinatioll of seetions of the form (sin B)lnIYp,m.wn. This
approach to the problem is explored in [10].
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